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President’s Message 
John K. Ratliff, M.D. - President 

  

 

t seems unbelievable but I am already a third of the way through my tenure as president of 

the greatest state neurosurgical society.  Amazing how time flies. 

 

In news from advocacy led by CANS members, CMS recently published a proposed limited 

coverage decision (LCD) on vertebroplasty.  This is the output from the nationwide carrier 

advisory committee (CAC) that Phil Lippe and I participated in, representing CANS.  In case 

anyone wonders why we spend our free time doing this, CAC coverage decisions are what 

determine what CMS will and will not pay for.  CMS, as the 800-pound gorilla for health care 

financing, sets the tone for national coverage for all payers.  So if CMS stops paying for a given 

procedure, it will likely be unavailable to most people. 
 

I was very concerned, based on the recent VERTOS IV study, that CMS might decide not to 

cover vertebroplasty at all.  VERTOS IV, briefly, was a blinded study where potential 

vertebroplasty patients with acute fractures (<6 weeks duration) underwent either cement 

infusion or sham injection of local anesthetic into the periosteum of the involved vertebra.  The 

study showed essentially no difference in outcome between the groups—the sham patients had 

as much improvement as the vertebroplasty patients.  A separate trial, VAPOUR, showed that for 

early vertebral body fracture vertebroplasty worked better than subcutaneous injection of local.  

The VAPOUR patient population was much more debilitated, with 57% being hospitalized at time 

of treatment. VAPOUR did not use a periosteal local injection as its control arm. 
 

Phil Lippe, working with Katie Orrico and Cathy Hill in 

neurosurgery’s Washington Office, was instrumental in 

getting a neurosurgeon from University of Alabama at 

Birmingham, Dr. Renee Chambers, as a presenter for the 

nationwide CAC meeting.  She was able to give a 

neurosurgical perspective on how vertebroplasty can be 

transformative for some patients.  She did a fantastic job of 

advocating for access to this treatment for neurosurgical 

patients. 
 

Thanks to her comments and Phil’s efforts, the proposed 

LCD offers pretty reasonable coverage limitations that 

follow the VAPOUR methodology and allow vertebroplasty 

for acute (<6 week) vertebral body fractures. This is a great 

example where advocacy by a few dedicated individuals 

can have tremendous impact and preserve access to care 

for neurosurgery patients.   

I 
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I think the jury is still out on the efficacy of vertebroplasty, but I also have had a number of 

patients where cement augmentation of a fracture has been of tremendous benefit.  

Maintaining the capacity to potentially help those patients, while we complete further studies of 

the technique, seems logical to me. 
 

Planning for the 2020 CANS Annual Meeting is well underway.  It will be impossible to top 

Langston’s program from last year, but I will try to put together some content of interest to 

California neurosurgeons.  Two of the sessions I am particularly excited by, and I hope you will be 

too.  Our lead-off session on Saturday morning will feature a political and organized medicine 

update that should get everyone up to speed on the active issues that confront our specialty.  I 

will lead off that session giving my first report as acting chair of the AANS/CNS Washington 

Committee, followed by reports on the AMA by Ken Blumenfeld and CMA from Ciara Harraher.  

Mike Steinmetz will join us from the Cleveland Clinic and will provide a CSNS update.  We will 

close the session with Katie Orrico providing beltway insights on the presidential campaign, 

which by January 2020 should be in full gear.  On Sunday morning, we will have a rapid-fire 

session of roughly 6 short presentations from recent resident graduates of the Northern California 

training programs.  I am challenging them to provide 10-minute talks on what they wish they had 

learned during their training, and what insights they could provide to current residents.  This 

should be great for the resident presenters on Sunday.  We will finish that session with a round 

table led by Gerry Grant, Mike McDermott, and Kiarash Shahlaie.   
 

Finally, thanks to everyone who asked about my mother-in-law and offered words of support.  

Your well wishes were passed on to my family and are appreciated.  She has transitioned to 

hospice care and at present is home with us.  Navigating different hospice care providers, 

negotiating the maze of pharmacy regulations and limitations on narcotic prescriptions, and 

dealing with pharmacy benefit managers has been a chore.  I feel for our patients that have to 

do this regularly without the benefit of a medical degree; my wife and I grow frustrated by it and 

we are both docs.  Yesterday the hospice APP gave instructions to my mother-in-law’s day 

home health aide as to a change in her medications.  The aide leaves at 6 PM, the night aide 

comes at 7 PM.  Instead of leaving the instructions written down, the aide tells one of our au 

pairs about the change and expects her (22 year old from China with no medical training) to 

pass the new plan on to the night aide.  It’s like a game of telephone, where people whisper a 

phrase around a circle, expect played with toxic doses of oxycontin and other pain meds.  We 

got the miscommunication straightened out without incident, but only because we have 

medical degrees and could easily realize and avert what could have been a catastrophe.  

Opportunities for process improvement abound.   
 

Thanks to her hospice team, though, her pain is relatively well controlled, and she remains bright 

and engaged with our kids and her dog.  Things, at present, are as well as we could hope for 

considering the difficult situation. 
 

I will update CANS membership in future newsletter posts on the rest of the Annual Meeting 

content and on other pressing issues for our specialty.  One issue, “surprise billing”, is coming to a 

boil in DC at present, with multiple congressional bills vying for sponsors.  I will try to provide an 

update on those issues after the Washington Committee meeting in July; we should know then 

what if any congressional action will be forthcoming.  I am having surgery myself on June 6, a 

maxillomandibular advancement for obstructive sleep apnea.  I am characterizing it to my 

residents as a pedicle subtraction osteotomy performed on your face.  It does not sound like fun, 

but I need it.  I am taking the month of June off to recuperate, which will be the only time in my 

adult life, probably since starting medical school, where I have had 4 weeks off.  Lots of plans for 

Netflix while I recuperate.   
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The Other Shoe has Dropped 
Randall W. Smith, MD,  Editor 

 

he AMA reports that for the first time in the United States, employed physicians 

outnumber self-employed physicians, according to a newly updated study on 

physician practice arrangements.  This milestone marks the continuation of a long-

term trend that has slowly shifted the distribution of physicians away from ownership of 

private practices. 

 

Employed physicians were 47.4% of all patient care physicians in 2018, up 6% points 

since 2012. In contrast, self-employed physicians were 45.9% of all patient care 

physicians in 2018, down 7% points since 2012. Changes of this magnitude are not 

unprecedented. Older AMA surveys show the share of self-employed physicians fell 14% 

points during a six-year span between 1988 and 1994. 

 

Younger physicians and women physicians are more likely to be employed. Nearly 70% 

of physicians under age 40 were employees in 2018, compared to 38.2% of physicians 

age 55 and over. Among female physicians, more were employees than practice 

owners (57.6% vs. 34.3%). The reverse is true for male physicians, more were practice 

owners than employees (52.1% vs. 41.9%). 

 

As in past AMA studies, physicians’ employment status varied widely across medical 

specialties in 2018. The surgical subspecialties had the highest share of owners (64.5%) 

followed by obstetrics/gynecology (53.8%) and internal medicine subspecialties (51.7%). 

Emergency medicine had the lowest share of owners (26.2%) and the highest share of 

independent contractors (27.3%). Family practice was the specialty with the highest 

share of employed physicians (57.4%).  

 

 

 

 

Brain Waves 

Deborah C. Henry, MD, Associate Editor 
 

 

n May 20th, a junior resident of mine took his life.  He was just 55 years old, 

leaving his wife and 3 daughters.  He was a golden boy of our residency 

program in Syracuse, the one with the megawatt smile and easy disposition.  

The boy next door.  I never saw him again after residency, though I knew of his time in 

the Navy, his heart-breaking divorce soon after, his time in Nebraska with my co-chief 

and last in Florida with another resident I trained with.  Like many residency programs, 

ours is a tight-knit group, keeping in touch over the years and visiting each other when 

we happened to be in crossing paths. 

Ironically, 2 days before, I attended a suicide prevention workshop at Hoag Hospital 

T 

O 

https://www.ama-assn.org/about/research/physician-practice-benchmark-survey
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that was geared for parents of teenagers.  Orange County averages 14-18 suicides per 

year, the majority by hanging.  Firearms are the preferred method nationwide.  I tugged 

along 6 of my students from my inaugural Bioethics class, most budding physician 

assistants, where a class in bioethics is highly recommended in the application process 

to PA school.  In the audience were emotional mothers (a comment was made where 

were the dads on this Saturday morning) including one who still had to make sure all the 

ropes were hidden in the house after a failed attempt by her child.  One of the most 

effective parts in the conference was when we broke up into small groups and had to 

ask each other “Are you thinking about ending your life” and if the answer is “yes”, then 

“Do you have a plan?”  For me, asking the question was not as hard as receiving it.  The 

question brought back memories of the difficulty of puberty with its awkwardness and 

insecurities and thoughts of why am I here.  Even in my most difficult of times, I have 

never been down enough to consider suicide.  I cannot even imagine the constant 

pain of severe depression that would drive someone to end his/her life.  Just the 

thought of it brings tears to me. 
 

Other takeaways from the conference was a desire to change the phrase committed 

suicide to died by suicide, the former making it sound more like a crime and the latter 

like a disease or condition of death.  Indeed, just this month, the ICD-11 classified 

burnout as an official syndrome, giving a much-needed wake-up call to the reality of 

this condition.  QD85 “Burn-out is a syndrome conceptualized as resulting from chronic 

workplace stress that has not been successfully managed. It is characterized by three 

dimensions: 1) feelings of energy depletion or exhaustion; 2) increased mental distance 

from one’s job, or feelings of negativism or cynicism related to one's job; and 3) 

reduced professional efficacy. Burn-out refers specifically to phenomena in the 

occupational context and should not be applied to describe experiences in other 

areas of life.”  Whether or not burnout had anything to do with my colleague’s death 

may never be known, but now as physicians we can code and recognize this disabling 

syndrome. 
 

Last month, Dr. Abou-Samra wrote eloquently on suicide and our need to recognize the 

symptoms and intervene.  Maybe we need to rebrand mental illness as Neurochemical 

Disorders of the Brain.  This may in turn increase research dollars and efforts for more 

effective treatment. Perhaps also, it might bring acceptance of these disorders into the 

realm of heart disease and stroke, as a non-discriminate killer of anyone, anytime. 
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The death penalty: should CMA support abolishing it? 
Moustapha Abou-Samra, MD, Associate Editor 

 
y now, you should have received, along with every CMA member, an invitation to 

participate in a survey about the death penalty. I hope you already participated; 

your opinion is very important. I you have not, please take a few minutes to do so. 
 

One of the resolutions that CEJLA, the Council on Ethics, judicial and legislative affairs, 

that I’ve had the honor of chairing for the last two years, requested that CMA adopts as 

its own policy its opposition to the death penalty. 
 

As you can imagine, the Council felt that this would be a controversial topic that 

maybe associated with strongly held views, one way or another. 
 

After an extensive debate in an in-person meeting held in Sacramento at the CMA 

headquarters on March 26, 2019, the Council recognized the following facts: 

 

 It is CMA policy that physicians should not participate in the “injecting” of the 

lethal medications used to execute an inmate. 

 There are physicians who may not be CMA members, but who participate. 

Others who are employed by the state also participate voluntarily- perhaps they 

feel that they must. 

 Without physicians or nurses’ participation-California nursing association has the 

same prohibition on its members- the likelihood of problems, such as painful or 

unsuccessful IV access is higher.  

 There are known ethnic and racial discrepancies, whereby blacks and minorities 

constitute a higher percentage of death row inmates. 

 There have been some cases where a death penalty was imposed, but the 

accused was later found innocent based on more accurate DNA evidence. 

 The US is the only industrialized nation that still has the death penalty. 

 In the US the death penalty is not adopted uniformly in all states, so an individual 

committing a crime maybe subject to the death penalty in one state, but not in 

an adjacent state. 

 It costs the state more per prisoner on death row that per a prisoner held for life 

without the possibility of parole. 

 Every physician has the right to his or her own opinion. 

 Addressing this issue, albeit important, is no longer as urgent as in the very 

beginning of the year, in view of the recent moratorium on execution imposed 

by California Governor Gavin Newsom. 
 

With that in mind, the council recommended to the BOT adopting a substitute 

resolution with three resolves: The first and third reaffirmed long standing CMA policies 

prohibiting physicians’ involvement in the actual execution of the death penalty and 

emphasizing the individual physician’s right to form his or her own opinion. These were 

passed by the BOT. However, the second resolve that I thought was well crafted, stated: 

“That the CMA recognize that despite individual views on the morality of capital 

punishment, the practical nature of the institution causes significant and unnecessary 

suffering, often borne inequitably by minorities and vulnerable populations”; it did not 

pass. 

B 
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‘To Advocate for the Practice of California Neurosurgery 

Benefitting our Patients and Profession’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I testified on behalf of CEJLA at the BOT’s meeting of April 25, 2019. But, after an 

extensive discussion, and a separate discussion by the executive committee, the BOT 

decided not to adopt the Council’s second resolve. Instead, it will be reconsidered at 

its July meeting. Meanwhile the BOT also decided to poll the membership about its 

views vis-à-vis the death penalty. 
 

I expressed my personal view that designing a neutral survey is crucial; I was reassured 

that indeed a neutral survey would be designed. And since I have taken the survey, I 

think it is well designed; it does ask a lot of questions that may not be relevant, but 

hopefully CMA would become able to decide whether to support abolishing the death 

penalty. 
 

So here we are, please take the survey, if you haven’t yet. It is important!   
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GUEST EDITORIAL 
 

Professionalism. 
 

As neurosurgeons, we speak of ourselves as professionals.  We also speak of our code of 

conduct as an aspect of professionalism.  This term is currently used in the context of 

residency training as well as in hushed tones during hospital medical executive 

committee meetings, practice improvement programs, and disciplinary actions.  Yet, 

the term “professional” has a meaning within our current cultural context that is alien to 

the notions of professionalism in the not so distant past. 
 

The word profession takes origin from the act of professing - the act of declaring one’s 

faith and acceptance into a religious community or order-  thus the root of the word 

“professional” as well as the more rarified “professor”. The three original professions 

were the “learned professions”, defined as the law, medicine and the clergy.   
 

The learned professions were  characterized by autonomy, lifelong learning and public 

service.  As such, the learned professions were clearly distinguished from the trades and 

crafts as well as the merchants. Although medicine and surgery for most of its history has 

largely been a futile exercise, the aspect of professional public service built a certain 

degree of community respect which continues to this day. 
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Those of us who came to medicine in this past era understand how these now 

somewhat quaint and romantic notions were taken very seriously.  
 

The central point of organization of physicians and surgeons were the local medical 

societies.  These were necessary to maintain professional standards as well as to ensure 

continuation of autonomy and agency. They played a role in public service by 

founding and organizing charity care at public hospitals and local health departments. 

They played a central role in the organization and operation of medical schools and 

residency training programs.  A bully pulpit was used. Those who refused to give time to 

charity or work as voluntary faculty and cover call were disciplined so as to maintain 

the overall group commitment to public service. 
 

A rapid erosion of classic professionalism coincided with fundamental financial shifts 

experienced with the advent of Medicare and Medicaid. Further governmental 

regulations for the purpose of improving quality and access set the stage for the later 

tipping point that has occurred over the last 20 years. 
 

These conditions have gradually reduced the attractiveness of private practice in favor 

of foundation models or group practices.  Those not so business savvy amongst us have 

sought the relative protections of working within large health care institutions. It is within 

these larger institutions were a different definition of professionalism has been used. 
 

Large corporations as confederations of people need to maintain a high level of 

organization to make sure that all participants are pulling for a common centrally 

dictated goal. Within large corporate structures two basic classes of workers are 

present.  These are “touch” workers and “administrative” workers. The meaning is 

evident with touch workers responsible for the work that defines the corporation while 

the administrative staff serves to organize those workers to improve efficiencies 

ultimately yielding higher levels of profitability.   
 

Professionalism within these settings largely has as its criteria the qualities of what it is to 

be a good worker:  on time attendance, pleasant disposition, taking orders well, and a 

“good attitude”. The good attitude being applied to customer relations as well as to 

the corporate imperative at large.  This definition has also worked its way into our 

ACGME definitions of professionalism as exhibited in the ACGME Core Competencies. 

These are largely focused on improving the patient experience and contributing to 

general institutional goals in promoting efficiencies and quality outcomes. 
 

It is evident that this new definition of professionalism runs diametrically opposed to the 

concept of physician autonomy.  Lifelong learning becomes officially enforced with 

maintenance of certification requirements and public service is all but irrelevant to the 

large cross section of practicing physicians within the institutional framework. 
 

The outcome, however, is clear.  Recent events at esteemed institutions within the 

CANS orbit show that even elite figures within our profession can be treated as mere 

touch workers or mid-level administrators who may be moved aside by higher level 

administrators so as to bring in a more modern and cooperative sort of neurosurgical 

professional.  
 

-Joe Chen, MD 

Bakersfield  
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RESIDENT CORNER—view about the new 
 

he Sacramento Bee noted that State Sen. Maria Elena Durazo rallied Wednesday 

alongside physician residents and fellows at the UC Davis Medical Center, urging 

UCD Health’s leaders to recognize the union that residents voted to represent them: 

the Committee of Interns and Residents (CIR). 
 

Dr. Debi Thomas, a general surgery resident at UC Davis Health, said she decided to 

advocate for collective bargaining once she saw the improvements in their quality of 

life and in the quality of patient care that residents at other hospital systems achieved 

through their bargaining process. 
 

At other hospital systems where CIR has been formally recognized, residents, interns and 

fellows have secured funds and bought equipment or products to improve the patient 

experience. They also have negotiated for funds to help physician trainees with student 

loans and to make housing affordable. 

 

Dr. Arunima Kohli, a second-year family practice resident, said her work puts her in 

contact with health care workers all around UC Davis health – from the intensive care 

unit to the pathology lab, from the operating rooms to the emergency department, 

from the radiology reading rooms to the labor and delivery suites.   Representation 

through CIR, she said, is an opportunity to improve care for both patients and physician 

trainees.  
 

“Right now, we have advisory committees and things like that, but the resident voice 

isn’t binding, and commitments made aren’t necessarily binding,” Kohli said. “One of 

the strengths a union gives us is actually having a contract that puts in place more 

robust abilities to negotiate, to advocate, to allocate resources or to have resources of 

our own that we can allocate to our patients.” 
 

CIR leader Kim Carter Martinez told The Bee last month organizers had submitted 

enough signatures to be certified to represent fellows and residents at UC Davis Health. 

CIR, a unit of the Service Employees International Union, has been previously certified to 

represent residents, fellows and interns practicing at all UCLA and UC San Francisco 

medical facilities. 
 

One presumes that UCI and UCSD are next.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T 

https://www.cirseiu.org/who-we-are/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kimjoycarter/
https://www.sacbee.com/news/local/health-and-medicine/article228402439.html
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Tidbits 
 

CANS President-Elect wins award from UC/UCI 
 

An Orange County jury recently awarded $2 million in damages to a UC Irvine 

neurosurgeon who alleged in a lawsuit that the University of California Board of Regents 

and the former dean of UCI’s School of Medicine violated whistleblower protection 

laws when he was retaliated against for filing a grievance against his supervisors. 

“I am incredibly relieved to finally be vindicated now six years after the event and 2.75 

years since having to file a lawsuit,” plaintiff Mark Linskey, a tenured professor of 

neurological surgery and currently CANS President-elect, said in a statement following 

the verdict. 
 

The lawsuit was the result of a brouhaha between Dr. Linskey and a former UCI Med 

School dean, a former UCI Neurosurgery Department chair and the UC Board of 

Regents.  Dr. Linskey’s lawsuit alleged that defendant Ralph Clayman, former dean of 

the medical school, along with Johnny Delashaw, former chairman of the department 

of neurological surgery, collaborated to oust Linskey from the department in retaliation 

for a grievance he had filed against them expressing concerns about patient safety 

and conflicts of interest. 
 

The lawsuit alleged that Clayman retaliated against Linskey by pushing to have him 

moved from the department of neurosurgery to the department of general surgery. It 

also alleged that Delashaw threatened residents by ordering them to not assist Linskey 

during surgery and discouraged verbal communication with him.  
 

Linskey also named the UC Board of Regents in the lawsuit, saying it failed to protect 

him even after he submitted a UCI Whistleblower Retaliation Complaint Form in May 

2014. 
 

The award is of course chump change for the UC system but Dr’ Linskey should get 

some accommodation for his loss of income and emotional stress even after he pays his 

attorney.  
 

Litigation is continuing as to whether Linskey can be reinstated to his former position in 

the department of neurological surgery and the university’s residency training program; 

a result is expected on those issues in August. 

 

 

 

 

 

Med Student loan repayment program proves popular 
 

Monica Montano, writing for Physicians For A Healthy California, notes that the first 

round of applications for the new CalHealthCares statewide loan repayment program 

attracted more than 1,200 applications from physicians and dentists who agreed to see 

more of California’s 13 million Medi-Cal patients in exchange for repayment of their 

student loans. 
 

http://whistleblower.uci.edu/
https://www.phcdocs.org/News/Author/monica-montano/aid/230
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In all, requests totaled more than $300 million, reflecting tremendous interest in the five-

year program, which launched this year. The 2019 awards will be announced by June 

30.  
 

Individual awardees are eligible to receive as much as $300,000 to repay educational 

debt incurred in pursuit of a medical or dental degree. The program was made possible 

by Proposition 56, the 2016 tobacco tax measure that provided a one-time allocation 

of $220 million for state loan repayment for providers who treat low-income patients. 

That money will be awarded over the next five years. Gov. Gavin Newsom’s revised 

2019-20 budget proposes an additional $120 million for loan repayments. 
 

Awardees must agree to a patient mix that includes at least 30% Medi-Cal patients over 

five years. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I told the doctor I broke my leg in two places. He told me to quit going to 

those places--Henny Youngman 

https://www.cmadocs.org/prop56
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Any CANS member who is looking for a new associate/partner/PA/NP or who is looking for a position (all 

California neurosurgery residents are CANS members and get this newsletter) is free to submit a 150 word 

summary of a position available or of one’s qualifications for a two month posting in this newsletter.  Submit 
your text to the CANS office by E-mail (emily@cans1.org) or fax (916-457-8202)—Ed. 

 
he assistance of Emily Schile and Dr. John Ratliff in the preparation of this newsletter is 

acknowledged and appreciated.   

 

 To place a newsletter ad, contact the executive office for complete price list and details. 

 

 Comments can be sent to the editor, Randall W. Smith, M.D., at rws-avopro@sbcglobal.net  

or to the CANS office emily@cans1.org.   

 

 Past newsletter issues are available on the CANS website at www.cans1.org.    

 

 If you do not wish to receive this newsletter in the future, please E-mail, phone or fax Emily Schile 

(emily@cans1.org, 916-457-2267 t, 916-457-8202 f) with the word “unsubscribe” in the subject line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 T 

Meetings of Interest for the next 12 months: 
 

Neurosurgical Society of America: Annual Meeting, June 16-19, 2019, Banff, Alberta, Canada 

Rocky Mountain Neurosurgical Society: Ann. Meeting, June 15th-19th, 2019, Durango, CO 

New England Neurosurgical Society: Annual Meeting, June 27-29, 2019, Brewster, MA. 

CSNS Meeting, October 18-19, 2019, San Francisco, CA 

Congress of Neurological Surgeons: Annual Meeting, October 19-23, 2019, San Francisco, CA 

International Society for Pediatric Neurosurgery: Annual meeting, October 20-24, 2019, Birmingham, UK. 

North American Spine Society: Annual Meeting, September 25-28, 2019, Chicago, IL  

Western Neurosurgical Society: Annual Meeting, November 8-11, 2019, Scottsdale, AZ 

AANS/CNS Joint Pediatric NS Section: Ann. Meeting, December 6-8, 2019, Scottsdale, AZ 

Cervical Spine Research Society: Annual Meeting, November 21-23, 2019, New York, NY 

North American Neuromodulation Society: Ann. Meeting, January 23-26, 2020, Las Vegas, NV 

CANS, Annual Meeting, January 17-19, 2020; Fairmont Sonoma Mission Inn, Sonoma, CA  

AANS/CNS Joint Cerebrovascular Section: Annual Meeting, February 17-18, 2020, Los Angeles, CA 

Southern Neurosurgical Society: Annual Meeting, February 26-29, 2020, Scottsdale, AZ 

California Neurology Society: Annual Meeting, TBA 

AANS/CNS Joint Section on Pain: Annual Meeting, 2020, TBA 

AANS/CNS Joint Spine Section: Annual Meeting, March 5-8, 2020, Las Vegas, NV 

CSNS Meeting, April 24-25, 2020, Boston, MA 

AANS:  Annual Meeting, April 25-29, 2020, Boston, MA 

NERVES Annual meeting, 2020, TBA 

 

mailto:emily@cans1.org
mailto:rws-avopro@sbcglobal.net
mailto:emily@cans1.org
file:///C:/CANS/NEWSLETTERS/Application%20Data/Mar2011/CANS/NEWSLETTERS/My%20Documents/Application%20Data/Microsoft/Jan2010Newsltr/www.cans1.org
mailto:emily@cans1.org
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CANS Board of Directors 
 

President  John K. Ratliff, MD   Stanford  

President-Elect Mark Linskey, MD   UCI    

1st Vice-Pres Javed Siddiqi, MD   Colton  

2nd Vice-Pres Kimberly Page, MD   Redding 

Secretary  Farbod Asgarzadie, MD  Los Angeles 

Treasurer Joseph Chen , MD   Bakersfield  

Immed Past Pres Langston Holly, MD   Los Angeles 

Past President Kenneth Blumenfeld, MD   San Jose 
    

      Directors 

      Northern CA Gregory Helbig, MD   Modesto  

Sanjay Dhall, MD   San Francisco 

Ciara Harraher, MD   Santa Cruz  

      Southern CA Donald Blaskiewick, MD  San Diego 

   Samer Ghostine, MD   Riverside 

   Brian Gantwerker, MD   Santa Monica 

   Esther Kim, MD    Loma Linda  

Resident Board Consultants 

North  Arjun Pendharkar, MD   Stanford 

South  Mark Krel, DO    Riverside 
 

Consultants Moustapha Abou-Samra, MD  Ventura  CSNS 

   William Caton, MD   Pasadena  Past President 

   Deborah C. Henry, MD  Newport Beach Newsletter 

   Theodore Kaczmar, Jr, MD  Salinas   Past President 

   Phillip Kissel, MD   San Luis Obispo  Past President 

   Philipp M. Lippe, MD   San Jose  CAC  

   Praveen Mummaneni, MD  San Francisco   Past President 

   Lawrence M. Shuer, MD  Stanford  Residency Training Programs 

   Randall W. Smith, MD   Escondido  Newsletter  
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